Customer Experience
in a Digital Government

Federal agencies can meet citizen expectations and accelerate digital
transformation by incorporating customer experience design into
application development efforts. Agencies can harness insights gained
from users—whether from observation, feedback or testing—to make
informed design decisions early in the development process and
iteratively evaluate options through prototyping and usability testing.

CGI’s Services
CGI offers consulting services to enable agencies to make the shift to
user centered design and improve their digital experiences by bringing
customer focus to the forefront. We guide agencies through the
customer experience design process, incorporating agile methodologies
and an iterative design process to maximize outcome and client return
on investment.

Customer Experience at
a Glance
CGI’s customer experience
consulting services enable clients to
make the shift to user-centered
design and bring customer focus to
the forefront. CGI supports clients
throughout the customer experience
design lifecycle, from research and
solution design, through
implementation and transition.

Key Benefits







Enhanced usability
Reduced training
Minimized errors
Streamlined processes
Increased adoption
Improved satisfaction

CGI’s Offerings












Customer experience strategy: We conduct current state
assessments of customer touchpoints and create enterprise-level
roadmaps to align customer experience improvement projects with
business goals. We work with agencies to evangelize user-centered
design principles and communicate their return on investment.
Experience design: We help agencies create a mobile-first, user
interface design based on user research. Starting with an
information architecture based on persona definition and user
journey mapping, we define flow and interaction patterns through
clickable wireframes. We apply branding and visual design
standards to high fidelity mock-ups. We collaborate with
development teams for technical feasibility and conduct testing of
user interface code for integrity of the user experience. Our proven
user centered design framework is based on industry best practices
and lessons learned to align user needs and business goals.
Rapid prototyping: Using Agile methodologies, we create iterative
prototypes, allowing for continuous user input throughout the design
lifecycle and reduce delivery time, rework and cost. We convey
interaction design to product owners and conduct usability testing,
from the early stages of development through product delivery.
Usability testing and analysis: We partner with agencies to
develop a plan for usability testing, including definition of metrics
and success criteria. We use one-on-one moderated testing, focus
groups, surveys and automated testing for continuous improvement
of the customer experience. We introduce processes for governance
and inclusion of design recommendations into project backlogs.
Content strategy: We help agencies audit, plan and create content
as part of a content management system (CMS) implementation or
content migration, providing text and visual assets that are cohesive,
meaningful, findable and useful. This includes voice and branding,
taxonomy, source workflow, content creation, metadata, governance
and search engine optimization.
Workshops and training: CGI partners with agencies to strategize
a management plan for socialization and adoption of customercentric principles, including workshops in design thinking and usercentered design training targeted to business, recruiting and
technology. We also provide assistance in establishing a customer
experience design practice.

Our Management
Consulting Services










Financial Management
Operations Strategy
Business Transformation
Shared Services
Change Management
Program Management
Advanced Analytics
Performance Management
IT Advisory Services

Why CGI?


Unique customer experience offering with integrated creative and
technical teams, allowing the combination of a user-centric
philosophy with business centric optimization.
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Change management expertise to socialize design thinking and user
centered design principles and promote rapid adoption of a
customer centric focus throughout client organizations.
Deep and diverse domain expertise developed over many
successful user experience projects with both government and
commercial clients.

About CGI
Insights you can act on

Founded in 1976, CGI is among the
largest IT and business consulting
services firms in the world. We are
insights-driven and outcomes-based
to help accelerate returns on your
investments.

Nearly 7,000 of our experts help the
U.S. federal government achieve
comprehensive, scalable and
sustainable IT and business goals.
We enable our clients to execute
digital transformation, build the
federal workforce of the future,
achieve operational excellence,
enhance citizen engagement and
protect America’s assets. As the
federal government faces
unprecedented challenges, we
remain committed to enabling its
success, using our deep
understanding of clients' goals and
mission-essential needs to provide
consultative insights and develop
solutions for maximum results.

For more information
Visit cgi.com
Email us at info@cgi.com
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